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ABSTRACT
High frequency market making is a trading strategy in which agent
quotes passively at both ask and bid sides. In this paper, by applying
Dueling Double Deep Q Network (D3QN) and a novel reward func-
tion, we develop market making agents who can balance profit and
inventory robustly, flexibly and full-automatically. Thanks to the
actual tick data of stock, we are able to train and test D3QN agents
in a relatively realistic environment. To further explore the agent’s
performance, we also consider a double-agent situation, where the
agent competes with a special-designed market maker. And we find
in this case, with further training, the D3QN agent learns to quote
more narrowly to increase transaction probability. Furthermore,
we analyze the impact of high frequency market making on market
quality in both single-agent and double-agent cases.
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1 INTRODUCTION
High frequency trading (HFT) has become a potent force in many
markets, representing between 40% and 70% of the trading volume
in US futures and equity markets, and slightly less in European,
Canadian and Australian markets [1]. Compared with the other two
main strategies of HFT, cross venue arbitrage and short-horizon
directional speculation [2], market making quotes passively at both
ask and bid sides, through which provides liquidity for the market.

In this paper, Dueling Double Deep Q Network (D3QN) is ap-
plied to develop agents who make the market. By designing a novel
reward function, the market maker is able to make stable profit and
control inventory risk full-automatically without setting an exoge-
nous inventory bound as in existing literature [3][5]. The market
maker in this paper is also able to step forward when encountering
a competitor. To our knowledge, we are the first to design RL mar-
ket makers through a realistic trading matching engine on stock’s
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Table 1: Action Space

Action ID 0 1 2 3 4 5

\𝑎𝑠𝑘 0.01 None 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02
\𝑏𝑖𝑑 None 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02

tick data which enables us to discuss the impacts of high frequency
market making.

2 THE AGENT
2.1 Trading Strategy
The agent quotes every 3-seconds. The action space is listed in
Table 1. Action 0 (action 1) represents that the agent only sells
(buys) and other actions represents that the agent quotes at both
sides. The ask and bid prices are specified by Equation (1) and
Equation (2):

𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑘 (𝑡𝑖 ) =𝑚(𝑡𝑖 ) + \𝑎𝑠𝑘 (𝑡𝑖 ), (1)
𝑝𝑏𝑖𝑑 (𝑡𝑖 ) =𝑚(𝑡𝑖 ) − \𝑏𝑖𝑑 (𝑡𝑖 ), (2)

where𝑚(𝑡𝑖 ) is the mid-price at 𝑡𝑖 . We define quoting spread \ =

\𝑎𝑠𝑘 + \𝑏𝑖𝑑 , it represents how wide the market maker quotes. As
for action 0 and action 1, we define \ = 0.01.

2.2 Reward Functions
Consider the reward in [𝑡𝑖 , 𝑡𝑖+1], 𝑡𝑖+1 − 𝑡𝑖 = 3𝑠 . Denote the executed
quantity at ask side by 𝑞𝑎𝑠𝑘 (𝑡𝑖 ), at the bid side by 𝑞𝑏𝑖𝑑 (𝑡𝑖 ), change
of inventory is Δ𝐼 (𝑡𝑖 ) = 𝐼 (𝑡𝑖+1) − 𝐼 (𝑡𝑖 ).

A prevailing reward in existing literature is the realistic PnL:

PnL(𝑡𝑖 ) = Trading Profit(𝑡𝑖 ) + Inv Loss(𝑡𝑖 ), (3)

where

Trading Profit(𝑡𝑖 ) = \𝑎𝑠𝑘 (𝑡𝑖 )𝑞𝑎𝑠𝑘 (𝑡𝑖 ) + \𝑏𝑖𝑑 (𝑡𝑖 )𝑞𝑏𝑖𝑑 (𝑡𝑖 ), (4)
Inv Loss(𝑡𝑖 ) = 𝐼 (𝑡𝑖+1) (𝑚(𝑡𝑖+1) −𝑚(𝑡𝑖 )). (5)

This reward provides an intuitive interpretation. However when
𝐼 (𝑡𝑖+1) is large (usually happens when the order flow is extremely
unbalanced), the reward will be mainly determined by the change of
mid-price. In this case, the agent would become a trader who aims
at predicting the price trend. In order to balance Trading Profit(𝑡𝑖 )
and 𝐼 (𝑡𝑖+1), an artificial inventory bound is necessary.

To deal with above problems, we define the reward function as:

reward(𝑡𝑖 ) = Trading Profit(𝑡𝑖 ) − _1Δ𝐼 (𝑡𝑖 ) − _2\ (𝑡𝑖 )1No trades .(6)
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The second term in Equation (6) is the penalty for inventory, which
is inspired by [4].

However, with the inventory penalty, the agent may quote wide
deliberately to avoid trading when one-side transaction happens,
so we add the last term. The performances of agents trained with
reward (6) and (7) will be compared:

reward′(𝑡𝑖 ) = Trading Profit(𝑡𝑖 ) − _1Δ𝐼 (𝑡𝑖 ). (7)

3 METHODS
Weuse tick data of 000333.XSHE during the time period of 2020.08.06-
2020.12.31 (100 trading days). The data is divided into training,
validation and testing set using a 64/16/20 split.

We call the agent trained in the single-agent case market maker
1 and the agent trained in the double-agent case market maker 2.
In double-agent case, the competitor also quotes every 3-seconds
and the trading strategy is naive:

(1) The inventory bound is 500, when the position is within the
bound, the competitor quotes at ask and bid side:

𝑝𝑎 (𝑡𝑖 ) =𝑚(𝑡𝑖 ) + 0.01, (8)
𝑝𝑏 (𝑡𝑖 ) =𝑚(𝑡𝑖 ) − 0.01. (9)

(2) When the position is greater than 500, the competitor only
sells at 𝑝𝑎 (𝑡𝑖 ), and vice versa.

At the beginning of second training, the initial trading strategy
of market maker 2 is inherited frommarket maker 1, which borrows
the idea of "pre-train" in deep learning.

4 RESULTS
4.1 Compare Reward Functions
Figure 1 shows the PnL of market maker 1 trained with reward (6)
or (7) in the single-agent case. It is worth mentioning that when
they adopt action 5, the transaction probability of the latter one is
54%, compared with that of the former one, 70%. It means that if
the quoting spread is not properly punished, market makers may
become "lazy" and adopt useless wide quotations.

Figure 1: The PnL of market maker 1 using different rewards

In addition, the inventory of market maker 1 during testing
period is within [−400, 400], no matter how the price changes.

4.2 Double Market Makers
From Figure 2, market maker 2 outperforms market maker 1 in
the double-agent case. What’s more, market maker 2 still keeps
inventory within [−400, 400].

Figure 2: The PnL of market maker 1 and 2 in the double-
agent market

The reason why market maker 2 wins is shown in Figure 3. In
the presence of a competitor, market maker 2’s action distribution
skewsmore to the actions 2-4 but market maker 1 still quotes widely,
which indicates that the D3QN agent learns to compete.

Figure 3: Empirical distribution functions (actions 2-5) of
market maker 1 and 2 in the double-agent market

4.3 Market makers’ impact on market
Figure 4 shows the daily mean of effective spread in the testing set,
which is a metric for traders’ trading costs. It is obvious that in-
vestors benefit from the competition among market makers, which
is also the result of D3QN agent’s ability to adjust quotation when
there is more than one market maker.

Figure 4: The daily effective spread in different markets
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